SOLID PHENOLIC SHOWER INSTRUCTIONS
NON HANDICAP SHOWERS

STEP #1 - SLIDE BACK CORNER JOINTS ONTO BACK PANEL AND INSERT INTO BASE.

STEP #2 - SLIDE FRONT CORNER JOINTS ONTO FRONT OF SIDE PANELS. THEN SLIDE SIDE PANELS INTO BACK CORNER JOINTS AS YOU INSERT SIDE PANELS INTO BASE

STEP #3 - INSERT FRONT PANELS INTO FRONT CORNER JOINTS.

STEP #4 - ATTACH TOP CAP TO SHOWER CABINET WITH #14 x 1/2" STN. STL. SCREWS

STEP #5 - ATTACH FILLER STRIPS AS REQUIRED (SEE FILLER STRIP DETAILS)

NOTE: APPLY SILICONE SEALANT WHERE PANELS COME IN CONTACT WITH TERRAZZO BASE. (SILICONE SEALANT NOT INCLUDED)